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Best In Class Live Video
VuroCam continuously records video 
from two HD cameras, each with a 
145º wide-angle lens, while using AI to 
process the video and upload to the 
Vuro Fleet Telematics System (FTS) 
when an alert is generated.

Fleet Management
Vuro FTS provides an overview of driver 
performance and vehicle operation, 
facilitates vehicle tracking, feeds route 
optimization efforts, enhances driver 
training, and assists preventative 
maintenance initiatives.

Exceptional Support
Personal training and installation & 
operations support by our experienced 
team ensures your fleet receives the 
best service to keep you up and running.

Powerful Processing
Via state-of-the-art AI powered 
8-core processor, VuroCam identifies 
distracted driving behaviors and harsh 
vehicle events, verifies registered 
drivers via facial recognition, and delivers 
mobile-to-cloud communications.

Full Telematics Insights
Vuro Telematics gives you unique 
insight to keep your fleet operations 
productive & profitable. Vehicle health, 
route optimization, improved driver 
safety, asset location and fleet utilization 
are a few of the benefits.

Automated OTA Updates
The VuroCam gets over-the-air (OTA) 
updates automatically via its built-in 4G 
cellular communications, ensuring you 
have the latest and best operational 
firmware.

Improve Driver Safety
Drivers get an in-cab alert notification 
for which they can take action, such as 
a distracted driver alert. A video clip is 
automatically uploaded and can later be 
reviewed with a driving coach with the 
goal to improve driving behavior.

Easy Installation
Each VuroCam can be installed within 
15 min typically. It quickly pairs to 
the accessory OBDII port reader and 
Driver Event-trigger Button. The Vuro 
Installation App aids in camera aiming 
and registration to the VuroCloud.

Future Proof
VuroCam adapts to fleet needs. 
New software features are added via 
automated OTA updates without the 
need to replace hardware. Vuro FTS, 
being cloud-based, also gets new 
features updated automatically.
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